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SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT TYPE
PRODUCT NAME

COLOURS
DIMENSION

WEIGHT
MATERIAL

QUANTITY PER PARCEL
PACKAGING DIMENSIONS

PACKAGING WEIGHT
COMPLIANT WITH

Rug
FLORES
Multi coloured
L:190  W:150 cm
6,8 kg
Wool & Vicose
1
L:152  W:21  H:22 cm
6,95 kg

190 cm

15
0 

cm



VARIATIONS

Art. No. 
503239000031

MULTI



WOOL
Daily cleaning: Use the vacuum cleaner frequently — especially when the

rug is new, as it will produce shed fluff for a period of time. 
Stains: Immediately dab the area with a white cotton cloth to prevent the
stain to penetrate the fibers. Carefully sprinkle a bit of water on the stain
and dab again with a white cotton cloth. If the stain has not disappeared the
rug should be cleaned by a proffessional. Never clean the rug with chemicals.

( Note that colours may fade if the rug is exposed to strong sunlight for a longer period of time )

 ( Staining from the backside of the rug might occur. It is therefore recommended to use an
underrug on vinyl, oil and untreated floors )

HOW TO CLEAN / POLISH

CARE GUIDE — TEXTILE



FLORES RUG / BY SIGNE KEJLBO

The blooming life cycle of flowers, their detailed shapes, and the 
incredible compositions of their surfaces, is a certain inspiration for 

the FLOREO family, which is truly noticeable in the rug and throw. 

THE FLORES & FLOREO FAMILY

Multi-artist Signe Kejlbo creates the flourishing flowers within the 
FLOREO and FLORES families. These flower-inspired items will add a 
splash of uniqueness to your home and comes in beautifully made 
rugs, pillows, throws and totebag. The items are truly a tribute to 
Signe’s wonder and curiosity towards life and nature, meant to spark 

the imagination of the beholder.

Signe works mostly with flowers as inspiration, where AYTM designs 
and creates luxurious interior décor and we dare to distinguish 
ourselves in our designs with different material selection and iconic 
silhouettes. This collaboration has been an inspiring process where art 
and design have complimented each other perfectly – and gives you 

flowers all year round.

STORYTELLING


